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after a long period of conflict, the system seems to be at a stalemate. large krayt
warships and other vessels are present in multiple star systems, but the major
powers have taken their fighting elsewhere. many smaller factions have joined the
battle though, and the federation has lost a large ship. several fleets from the
federation are trapped in the mos eisley sector. the planet is trapped by the same
force field the imperial fleet was trapped in a long time ago. the field surrounds the
planet with a barrier that makes their ships inactive. a large planetary defense force
has been built on the planet and is now the target of several hatt, remata, and
republic fleets. join the battle with 3 unique campaigns, consisting of 9 missions per
campaign. play solo, or fight against your friends in the multiplayer mode. new
features, including free mission downloads, user created missions and custom
deathmatch maps. update: 19.02.2016. my experience is only with the pc versions,
but according to the site, it is with mac too. it takes a long time to start up, and the
screen turns black at the end of the intro movie. i think that is the only issue with
this version. however, i assume it is worth trying since it's all over the internet and
seemingly working for others. update 2: 19.02.2016. i found out that the black
screen problem is caused by one of the graphics settings. to get rid of the black
screen problem, go to steam control panel's settings and go to "video settings" then
go to the "display" tab. then set the "use flat-rate encoding" to false and it will work
as it should.
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added services: (01/2016) the mod adds a total of 7 new services: the ‘energy
shield’ service increases shield strength of a ship, the ‘mass’ service increases mass

of a ship, the ‘firing rate’ service increases turret rate (currently 0.5), the ‘fittings’
service increases the fittings quality of a ship and the ‘alloy’ service increases the

alloy quality of a ship. elite: dangerous is a pretty great game. sure it could do with
a little more definition in terms of game mechanics, it’s an incomplete space game

that’s almost 70% empty space. and it has a few faults in terms of a persistent
single player universe. though the vastness of space is great, its ability to

persistently stay in that universe is questionable. it can’t truly be sustained. it lacks
meaning. drive a soldier in a support tank into a forest, run in search of cover, look
back to see how far you’ve gone, send your tank towards a new objective, attack a
building with the warning beep of a siren, keep your eye out for enemies as they

emerge from bunkers, and protect your tank in the middle of a full on firefight. with
elite you can join any mission you want. play just a couple of small missions, none

of them will feel like the same thing; even if you complete one, you’re not
guaranteed to complete the rest. the edf’s intelligence division runs a program to
simulate the output of all the ships in its fleet. that’s a lot of data, so analysing it
takes up a lot of space. to do that, the edf uses a lot of discs, labeled “i”, “ii”, etc.
these discs hold special data that only the intelligence division has access to. over
time, data may be lost and so discs need to be transferred to the next level, again

and again. 5ec8ef588b
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